


EMLEG is accessed via the following link - www.emleg.com

Enter your username and password in the login box to access the service
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Login



2 SEARCH BOX
The topbar supplies a search box that can be used to
return results from any legislative content within EMLEG.

Simply type in your search terms and press the search
button. Please note, search terms must be at least 3 
characters long.

1 EXPAND/COLLAPSE NAVIGATION

EMLEG supplies a simple navigational tool, allowing
the user to search by Region or Market Sector.

To aid in viewing emissions legislation entries on
smaller devices, the navigation tool can be 
collapsed / expanded to allow more of the screen to
be utilised for displaying your required result(s).
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4 MAIN NAVIGATION
EMLEG provides a simple navigational tool, allowing the user
to search by Market Sector or Region. 

Simply select the required Market Sector or Region to display 
your results page.

3 TOP BAR LINKS

The top bar provides your main control
navigation, allowing the user to return
to the home screen at any point.

A contact link is provided for ease in 
accessing Ricardo support.

A status link is provided if you are 
currently logged in and able to access 
your subscription content. 
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6 HELP OPTIONS
Further help options can be found under the ‘Help’ drop-down menu. 
These allow you to change or recover your password directly. 

If you experience any further difficulties with login details, please 
contact your Ricardo representative.

5 INFORMATION HUB

The Home page provides easy access to information
elements, such as your Most Visited pages and
EMLEG’s most recently updated entries.

This area also provides access to downloadable 
material created by Ricardo specialists.
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Your selected results are now presented in the main content window.

Results can be refined by utilising the ‘Sort’ button,
allowing results to be sorted by A - Z, Most Recent
and Most Visited. 

Simply select the required legislative entry to view. 

Choose either Market Sector or Region from the main navigation panel
to form the basis of your search.

Select from the populated results list the element you wish to view.
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Selecting a Legislation Entry



A specific item within the
legislative entry can be
quickly found by using
the ‘Jump to’ button.
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To end your session, click 
the ‘Logout’ button which is
accessed from the status
link.
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